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Crystal Quest

Experience the cult TV classic on your team building day! Our version of the groundbreaking game show has all the quirky features that made the original a rip-
roaring success.

The mission is to crack cryptic clues and conquer mental and physical challenges in four fantastically themed zones. Teams must beat each challenge to win
crystals. If they fail, they lose vital seconds in the legendary dome.

Teams will need to use every skill at their disposal to power through the maze and enter the crystal dome. Grab fistfuls of golden tickets before the final whistle
blows. Watch out for the silver ones - they knock precious seconds off the final score.

Have your teams got what it takes to beat our amazing Aztec, Ocean, Futuristic and Medieval zones - or will the maze have the last laugh?

Games are subject to availability and may change slightly depending on your numbers and running format



Pyramids of Pharoah

Can you successfully tackle our giant Pyramid puzzle? You'll need to work
as a unit to move a mystical pyramid, section by section, to its new home.

Sounds simple? Not when you're only allowed to move one block at a
time, and stacking big blocks on top of small ones is against the rules. Get

your thinking caps on!

Storm the Castle

Storm the castle walls with your own catapult, built using the equipment
provided. Will you master the art of weapons-making quick enough to take
the fort and capture its knights? Each medieval warrior holds a vital clue.

The solution to their puzzle is a reward of precious crystals!



Gone Fishing

The Captain's Log has been ripped apart and scattered to the four winds.
Can you fish for its pieces, and work out the answer to its hidden riddle? If

you don't hook all the pages, you won't get the whole picture!

Pit Fall Blow Ball

NASA has lost vital research atoms, and only you can save the day!

Using powerful air jets, can you guide the errant particles into the airlock?
Drop an atom and you could precipitate a global disaster.

Save them all, and crystals await!



Crystal Dome

Every second counts inside the crystal dome! All crystals earned from the challenges will be converted into seconds to be spent in the dome. Once the wind
machine cranks into gear,silver and gold tickets will fill the air. Each team elects three people to enter the dome and collect as many golden tickets as possible.

Steer clear of the silvers. Each silver ticket you collect cancels out a gold one.



Crystal Quest
Agenda

For your event the duration will be approximately 2.5 – 3 hours for 4 activities and the dome finale. 

Venue Requirements
Please ensure there is a large, flat grassed outdoor area approximately 50m x 50m plus adequate, convenient parking with direct access.

Prizes
Each member of the winning team will receive a medal. We're happy to arrange an alternative prize if you'd prefer.



https://www.actiondays.co.uk/terms-conditions/

The Price Tag
Cost: £ + VAT

The price quoted excludes any site fees, parking
charges, venue hire and catering costs.

See this link for inclusions and for terms and
conditions

https://www.actiondays.co.uk/reviews/

https://www.actiondays.co.uk/

Why Off Limits
A truly great team building day or corporate event

should make every single employee feel like a
superhero!

With over 20 years' experience under our belts we
have the knowhow, creativity, contacts and

expertise to make your corporate event a triumph.

Don't just take our word for it, see our reviews:

Want further event options? Take a look at our
website

Or call me on 01773 766050 
Or Email me: sales@offlimits.co.uk

Check us out on Social!

https://www.actiondays.co.uk/terms-conditions/
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